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1. Introduction. In recent years there has been an increased interest in the

relationship between the order of a finite group G and the order of the auto-

morphism group A(G) of G [1], [6], [7], [8]. Some of the interest has been focused

on the role played by the group AC(G) of central automorphisms for a finite p-

group G; in particular, when G is a p-group of class 2 with no abelian direct

factors [2]. The purpose of this paper is (1) to use AC(G) to show that the order

\G\ of G divides M(G)| for certain p-groups G and (2) to determine bounds on

|^C(G)| for a/7-group G with no abelian direct factors.

All groups will be finite groups, p will denote a prime. If G is a group, then G2

denotes the derived group, 7(G) denotes the group of inner automorphisms, Z(G)

denotes the center (orZ, if no ambiguity is possible), and, in addition, |G|j, denotes

the highest power ofp dividing |G|.

2. PN-groups. H. Fitting [5] developed a procedure for determining the number

of central automorphisms for a group with a chief series. Throughout the rest of

this paper this procedure and the associated notation will be used for the case

of a />-group. Suppose G is a /?-group. Decompose G into the direct product of

two subgroups P and B where P is abelian and B has no nontrivial abelian direct

factors and is nonabelian. For each positive integer k, let ak (resp. bk, resp. ck)

denote the number of times the number pk appears in the invariants of P (resp. B\B2,

resp. Z(B)), let

dk = al + i-al + (ak^ck)- 2 (flx + bx) + (ak + bk)■ 2 (ax + cx),
x^k x>k

and let

¡/■(ßfc) = 1>       ak = 0,

= (Pa* - l)(Pa* -P)" (Pa» -Pa" ' '),       ak ¥= 0.

Fitting then showed that \Ac(G)\=Y\k = 1pkdk->ji(ak). We note that if nonabelian

^-groups without abelian direct factors are considered, then this equation is

greatly simplified. Thus, the following definition for /»-groups is made.
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Definition 1. G is a PN-group = G is a nonabelian p-group and has no non-

trivial abelian direct factors.

An immediate consequence which has already been demonstrated [2] is that if

G is a PN-group, then AC(G) is a/>-group. Since our major objective is to determine

when \G\ divides |i4(G)| for a/7-group G, Theorem 1 shows that we may restrict

our attention to PN-groups. But first a lemma is needed.

Lemma 1(2). Suppose P is an abelian p-group of order pn, n^2. Then pn divides

|i4(P)| if and only if P is not cyclic.

Proof. Since P is abelian, A(P) = AC(P) and, hence, \A(P)\P=\AC(P)\P. In the

computation of |/4C(P)|P we shall use the prescribed notation. Letpr be the exponent

of P. Since P is abelian, bk = ck = 0 for all k. Also ¿4 = 0 and <¡i(ak)=l for k>r

whereas for fegr, dk = a2k + 1-ai + ak-2xik ax + ak-J,x>k ax = al + 1 + 2ak-Zx>k ax.

Thus \Ac(P)\p=pB, where

B = 2 \k ak+i+2a>c- 2a*
k=i l  L x>k

+ iafc(flfc-l)

Since it is known [4] that if P is cyclic then/?" does not divide |i4(P)|, we assume

P is not cyclic. To show that/?" divides \A(P)\ it is sufficient to show that B^n.

It is necessary to consider two cases.

Case (a). Suppose r=\. Then ax = n and ak = 0 for all k> 1. SinceP is not cyclic

and n#2, we have a1=n}^3. So B=%a1(a1 — 1)^x7! = «.

Case (b). Suppose r>l. Since ^,x>kax>0 for k where ISk^r— 1, we have

2k = i (kak-^x>k ax)^JJk~=\ kak. In addition because 1rk~=\ kal + 1^{r-\)a2,

2k'Akal + 1 + ^k-J1(kak-J,x>kax)^(r-l)a2 + 2rk~A(kak-2x>kax). Then since P

is not cyclic, either an> 1 or there exists k, l^k^r—l, such that ak>0. Thus in

either case we have (r— l)a2 + 2jc = i (kak-'£x>kax)?trar. So

P = 2 kal + 1+ 2 \kak- 2 a* | + 2 1^' 2 a*) + 2 i^0*-1)
fc = l fc = l   \ *>fc       /       Jc=l  \ x>k      I       k = l

à 2 *fl*+i+ 2 i^' 2 a*)+ 2 l*0*" 2a*)
lc = l fc = l   \ x>k        I        fc=l   \ *>fc       /

r-1 r

ä rar+ 2 kak = 2 ^afc = "•
r-l

2
te = l

Thus Pa«.

(2) The author is indebted to the referee for a shorter, more elegant proof of Lemma 1.
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Theorem 1. If the p-group G is the direct product P ® P of the two subgroups

P and B where P is abelian of order pr and B is a PN-group, then pr-\A(B)\p divides

\A(G)\.

Proof. Let T=A(P)®A(B). Then \T\P=\A(P)\P-\A(B)\P. At this point we

consider three cases.

Case (a). Suppose P is not cyclic and |P|#/>2. Then by Lemma 1 pr divides

\A(P)\. Thus,//- \A(B)\P divides \T\P which divides \A(G)\.

In considering the two remaining cases we look at \T-AC(G)\P. Since A(P) is a

subgroup of AC(G), T n AC(G) = A(P) ® (A(B) n AC(G)) = A(P) ® AC(B). Because A

will be either cyclic or of order/?2 in the two remaining cases, we assume |^(P)|P =

pr~\ So

\T-AC(G)\P = (\T\p-\Ac(G)\p)l\TnAc(G)\p

= (\A(P)\P-\A(B)\P.\AC(G)\P)I(\A(P)\P- \AC(B)\P)

= (f^.\A(B)\p)-(\Ac(G)\Pl(P^.\Ac(B)\p)).

Since \T-AC(G)\ divides |^4(G)|, it is sufficient to prove

\AC(G)\P > \Ac(B)\p-p*-i = \Ac(B)\-p'-K

Case (b). Suppose P is cyclic of order pr. Using the notation described before,

\Ac(G)\=Tlk=iPk'ik-'l'(ak) and \Ac(B)\=U^i Pkd* where

d'k = ck- 2 bx + bk- 2 cx.
x^k x>k

Since P is cyclic, \Ac(G)\p = Y\k = iPkik- Because dk = d'k for k>r to compare

|/ic(G)|p and |^4C(P)|, it is sufficient to compare 2¡¿ = i kdk and 2k = i kd'k. It is easy

to see that

r r-2

2 kdk = 2 H + (r-lK-i+4
k = l fc = l

r-2

= 2 ^« + cfc+èfc) + (r-l)(i/r'-1 + cr_1 + l+èr_1)

+r(d;+ 2^+2 c*)
\ xSr *&r       /

r r-1

= 2 kd'k + (r-l)+ 2 *(cfc + ¿*) + r/2 **+ 2 C-V
fc=l fc=l \*êr x6r       /

Since ck ä 0 and bk ä 0 for all Ä; and since some bk > 0,

r-l

2 Kcn + bJ + rfè bx+ 2 c,\ > 0.
Jc=l V*6r xir       /

Consequently, 2* = 1kdk>J,k = 1kd'k + r-l. Thus, | AC(G) \p>\A^B)\'pT-\
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Case (c). Suppose P is of order p2. By Case (b) we assume that P is elementary

abelian of order/»2. Now we have <l>(a1) = (p2—l)(p2—p) and i/j(ax)=l for xj^l.

Hence \Ac{G)\p=p1+di-Y\k=2Pkik- Because dk = dk for k>\ to compare |i4c(G)|p

and |i4c(P)|, it is sufficient to compare l + ö\ and d[. It is easily checked that

d1=d'1 + 2(2*a j (bx+cx)) > d[. Thus d1 + l>d'1 + l. Hence,

\AC(G)\P> \Ac{B)\p-p = \Ac{B)\-p*-K

Corollary 1.1. Suppose G is a PN-group and P is an abelian p-group of order

p\ Ifpn divides \A(G)\, then pn + r divides \A(G ®P)|.

We now use AC(G) to show that |G| divides |i4(G)| for certain PN-groups G.

For this we make the following definition, which was first introduced by Blackburn

[3]. Let « and m be positive integers where «S;«z2:3.

Definition 2. G is in ECF(m, n, p) = G is a p-group of order pn and class

m—l, G\G2 is elementary abelian, and |Gi/Gi+1| =p for i=2, 3,..., m— 1 ; Gt is the

x'th member of the descending central series.

Theorem 2. Let m and n be positive integers such that n~^m>3. If G is a PN-

group in ECF(m, n, p), then pn divides \A(G)\.

Proof. Since |G,/Gi + 1| =p for i=2, 3,..., m-1 and |G|=pn, |G/G2| =pn + 2~m.

Using the notation described before, we have b1 = n + 2 — m and bx = 0 for x#l.

Thus, i/1 = (« + 2-m)yxai cx and dk = 0 for fc#l. Hence, |^4C(G)| =/»F where

F=(n + 2~m)-JiXil cx. Since some ck>0, F^n + 2 — m and, consequently,

|y4c(G)| '¿,pn + 2~m. Let/?r= |Z| andpt=\Z2IZ\ ; Z¡isthe ¿th member of the ascending

central series of G where Z^=Z. Since G\Zm-2 has order at least /?2 and Zj/Zi-!

has order at least z; for i=\, 2,..., m — 2, we have 1 isf is(« + 2) — (r + m). Hence

|Z2/Z|S/7(n + 2)-(r + m). Then

|/(GMC(G)| = (|/(G)|-Mc(G)|)/|/(G)n^c(G)|

^(\G¡Z\-p- + 2-m)l\Z2IZ\

>  („n-r, _n + 2-nTWpin + 2)-(r + m) _ „n

Hence, |G| divides \A(G)\.

Corollary 2.1. If G is a p-group of maximal class of order ¡ip*, then \G\ divides

\A(G)\.

3. Bounds on |i4c(G)| for a PAf-group G. We will now prove two theorems which

show the influence of the center and commutator factor group in determining the

number of central automorphisms for a PN-group. These two theorems will then

yield bounds on |/1C(G)| for a PN-group G.
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Theorem 3. If G is a PN-group of order pn where G\G2 has order ps, then

pA^\Ac(G)\^pc where

A = j- 2c*

and

C = 2- 2 c*>       when s = 2,

s-2

= 2c±+ 2 (k+l)ck + s- 2   cx>       when s > 2.
k = 2 *ës-l

Note 1. It should be noted that if there exists a PN-group H of order pn where

H¡H2 is elementary abelian of order ps and Z(G) is isomorphic to Z(H), then

\AC(H)\ =pA.

Note 2. In addition it should be noted that if there exists a PA^-group K of order

pn where K\K2 is of type (s — 1, 1 ) and Z(G) is isomorphic to Z(K), then | AC(K) \ =pc.

Proof. We observe first that if i=2, then G¡G2 is elementary abelian of order p2

and, hence, \Ac(G)\=pA=pc. Thus, we assume s>2. To help in the calculation

of |/4C(G)| the following notation is introduced. Suppose G¡G2 is of type («(1),

«(2),..., «(i)), where «(1)^«(2)^ • • • ̂ «(r). In addition suppose

«(1) = «(2) = • • ■ = n(sy),

«(jx +1) = «(Ji + 2) = • • ■ = n(s2),       where «(jj) > «(j2)

«(sa-i+ 1) = «(ia-i + 2) = • • • = n(sa) = «(i),       where «(sa-i) > n(sa).

For convenience we set ¿0 = 0. Then 2t = i"0) = 's> 2?=i (sj~ sj-i)n(si) = s> and

n(s1)>n(s2)> ■ ■ ■ >n(sa). Extended calculations then show that \Ac(G)\=pB

where

B =     2      (ksa)ck

+ 2     2    c^i-iK
í = 2   n(st)<fc<n($i-i)

+ 2 w»<M+(si-si-M 2 c*) "(■*')•
í = l   L \*>n(S()      /.

Therefore, it remains for us to show that A^B^C. To facilitate this comparison,

we let A(k) (resp. B(k), resp. C(k)) be the coefficient of the element ck in the term

A (resp. B, resp. C) for each k. Consequently, it is sufficient to show that A(k)^

B(k)^C(k) for each k.
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We shall first compare B(k) and C(k). If «(l) = s— 1, then n(2)=l and, hence,

B(k) = C(k) for all k. Thus, we assume «(1)<s— 1. Also since G\G2 is not cyclic,

sa ̂  2. The rest of the proof will be divided into parts.

Part (1). Suppose l^k^n(sa). Then B(k) = ksa and C(k) = l+k since

kÚn(sa)<n(sj)^s-2. Since sa^2, B(k)^C(k).

Part (2). Suppose k = n's,) where l^j^a— 1. Then C(«(j,)) = «(iy) +1 and

P(«(iJ))=jy«(5y) + 2i'=^+i «(SíX^i—*i-i)- Since nfe) = 1 and ^-j^ä 1 for i=j+\,

..., « and j> £ 1, P(«(iy)) ̂ n(jy) +1 = C(«(i,)).

Parí (3). Suppose n(sj)<k<n(sj-1) where 2^j^a. Then C(A;)=A: +1 and

P(Ä-) = fcí,_!+ 2 (íi-íi-i)n(íO-

As in Part (2), B(k) £k+1 - C(fc).

Parí (4). Suppose n(í!)<fc^J-2. Then C(à:) = â:+1 and

a

B(k) = 2 n(j*)(ii-Ji-i) = s-
i = i

But k^s-2 implies A:+ lái-l<s. So B(k)^C(k).

Part (5). Suppose k>s-2. Then C(A:) = 5 and P(fc) = 2?-i»(*iX'yi-íí-i)==s.

SoJï(Jfc)èC(Jfc).
We have now shown that P ä C. It remains for us to show A s£ P, or equivalently,

A(k)^B(k) for each &. We note that A(k) = s for each k. Therefore, we must show

that s ̂  B(k) for each k. We will again divide the proof into parts.

Part (i). Suppose k>n(s1). Then P(/t) = Zt = i (Ji~ ■5,i-iMÄ't) = i-

Parí (ii). Suppose k = n(Sj) where lúj^a—l. Then

a

P(n(s,)) = Ji«fe)+   2   «(*)(*-it-1)-
t=i + i

Since n(ji) > «(i2) > • • • > «(sy _ i) > «(sy), we have that

■v»fo)+ 2  "(itXit-^-i) = (2(ít_íi-^r^+ 2  "(itXii-it-i)
t=j + i \i=i / ««7+1

i a

<> 2 «(i()(st-it-i)+ 2 «(Jt)(ii-it-i)
t = i »-7+1

= 2 rtsifat-st-ù = *•
t=i

Hence, s^B(k).

Part (iii). Suppose fc = n(.sa). Then B(k) = san(sa). As before we have that

n(stt)sa = n(sa) 2ï= i (it - «i-1) =? 2?= i «faX* -*-i)=*. Hence, s ̂  P(At).

Parí (iv). Suppose 1 g&<n(ia). Then B(k) = ksa. Since &<«(ía), ksa^n(sa)sa¿s.

So J ££(£).
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Part (v). Suppose n(sj)<k<n(sj-1) where 2^j^a. Then

a a

B(k) = ks,.i+ T (*-•*<-iW*i) ^ «(^-1)^-1+ 2 (íí-íj-iK*0 ^ ■*•
i=i i=i

Theorem A. If G is a PN-group oforder pn where Z has order pr, then

PA ê \AC(G)\ ä pc

where

A = r-2bx
x&i

and

C = 2 kbk + r- 2 bx.
k=l xtr

Note 3. It should be observed that if there exists a PN-group H of order pn

where Z is elementary abelian of order pr and G\G2 is isomorphic to ZZ/ZZ2, then

\Ac(H)\=pA.

Note 4. Also if there exists a PN-group K of order pn where Z is cyclic of order

pr and G¡G2 is isomorphic to K\K2, then |.4C(Z<)| =/>c.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 4 corresponds very closely to the proof of

Theorem 3 and is, consequently, omitted.

From Theorems 3 and 4 we are able to derive bounds on |^4C(G)|.

Corollary 4.1. If G is a PN-group, then G has at least p2 and at most prs central

automorphisms where ps is the order of G\G2 and pr is the order ofZ.

Corollary 4.2. If G is a nonabelian p-group, then p2 divides \AC(G)\.

In addition Theorems 3 and 4 lead to some immediate results on when the order

of a PN-group will divide the order of its automorphism group. Some of these

are as follows.

Corollary 4.3. Suppose G is a PN-group of order pn. Suppose Z is elementary

abelian of order pr. Then \G\ divides \A(G)\ under any one of the following conditions:

(1) r^n/2,

(2)/>'£|Za/Z|,
(3) IfclassofG = m^3, then n+l-2r^m.

Proof. By direct calculation (see Note 3) we have \Ac(G)\=pA where

A = r-2xzi cx. Since G¡G2 is not cyclic, 2*gi cx^2. Thus, |^0(G)| ^p2r. Next we

observe that \AC(G)-I(G)\ ~^pn+r¡\Z2¡Z\. The proofs of these three statements now

follow.
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